Development of a DNA microarray for simultaneous detection and genotyping of lyssaviruses.
The lyssavirus genus of the Rhabdoviridae family of viruses includes 7 genotypes and several non-assigned isolates. The source of lyssavirus infections is diverse with numerous reservoirs in a wide geographical area. In many parts of the world reservoir hosts can potentially be carrying one of several lyssavirus strains and possibly new divergent isolates await discovery. Accordingly, generic detection methods are required to be able to detect and discriminate all lyssaviruses and identify new divergent isolates. Here we have allied a sequence-independent amplification method to microarray to enable simultaneous detection and identification of all lyssavirus genotypes. To do so, lyssavirus RNA was converted to cDNA and amplified in a random PCR, labelled and hybridized to probes on the microarray chip before being statistically analysed. The probes were to a 405 bp region of the relatively conserved N gene. Here we demonstrate a microarray capable of detecting each of the seven lyssavirus genotypes. The random amplification of lyssavirus RNA and the numerous oligonucleotide probes on the microarray chip also offer the potential to detect novel lyssaviruses.